
Learner Feedback – Halfway point 

Course

Start Date

Location

Trainer

Your Name 

Alll feedback you provide on this form is done so anonymously. CRAOL apperciates your feedback
on all areas of the course as it will insure that the course can continue to evolve ad provide all 
CRAOL students with a learning experience that is current, relevant and accessible.
You may complete this form anonymously if you want 

Pease rate the course content so far on a scale of 1 to 10, 1 being the lowest and 10 the highest 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Please provid any suggestions that you have on the course content to date 

Please rate the course materials provided to date on a scale of 1 to 10, 1 being the lowest and 10 
being the highest 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Please provide any suggestions that you have on the course material. EG: Have you been supplied 
woth enough documention so far, was it easy to comprehend 



Course feedback continued

Please rate the course delivery so far on a scale of 1 to 10, 1 being the lowest and 10 being the highest

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Please provide any suggestions that you have on the course delivery to date

Please rate the coure overall on a scale of 1 to 10, 1 being the lowest and 10 being the highest 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Please provide any suggestions that you have from the overall course from what you have done so far

To what extent do you agree with the following statements in regard to this training 

Strongly
Disagree

Disagree Netural Agree Strongly
 Agree

It is a good use of my time 

The training Methods are effective

I am being encoureged to participate

I'm getting an understanding of the subject matter

I feel confident in applying the knowledge gained

 
Please circle up to four of the words below which best sum up your overall opinion of the course so far.

Interesting Challenging Exciting Revealing basic

Fascinating Boring Confusing Entertaining Clear

Easy Realistic Practical Theortical Irrlevent

Innovative Enjoyable Fast-Paced Slow-paced useful

Blanced Ambiguous Thorough Rushed Tiring

Thank you for your assistance and feedback 


